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Puzzle
Or, some NPSG, comparative-modified numerals
(CMNs; more/less than 3), and superlative-modified
numerals (SMNs; at least/most 3):

all can give rise to ignorance

(1) (♢a/m ∧ ♢b/n ∧ . . . )
a. Toby or Sue cheated.
b. Some student cheated.
c. More than 2 students cheated.
d. At least 3 students cheated.

they differ w.r.t. the strength of ignorance

(2) (□a/n(∧¬□b/m ∧ ¬□ . . . ))
a. Toby cheated.

#Therefore, Toby or Sue cheated.
b. Toby cheated.

Therefore, some student in your class cheated.
c. 3 students cheated.

Therefore, more than 2 students cheated.
d. 3 students cheated.

#Therefore, at least 3 students cheated. [1]

they differ w.r.t. anti-negativity

(3) (not > [item])
a. John didn’t call Toby or Sue.
b.#John didn’t call some student. [2]
c. John didn’t call more than 2 students.
d.#John didn’t call at least 3 students. [3]

(4) (every > [item])
a. Everyone who called Toby or Sue won.
b. Everyone who called some student won.
c. Everyone who called more than 2 students won.
d. Everyone who called at least 3 students won. [3]

ignorance
total partial

anti-negativity no or CMNs
yes SMNs some NPSG

Table: Ignorance and anti-negativity.

What can explain these patterns?

A unified approach to ignorance and anti-negativity
Basic ideas

⋆ Silent exhaustivity operator:
r
OALT p

zg,w = qpyg,w ∧ ∀q ∈ qpyALT [qqyg,w → λw′ .
qpyg,w′ ⊆ q]. [4]

⋆ Ignorance is a Free Choice (FC) effect. FC comes out of recursive exhaustification or exhaustification plus Innocent
Inclusion or exhaustification relative to pre-exhaustified subdomain alternatives. I adopt the latter, OExh-DA . [5, 6, 4]
⋆ Partial FC effects: Obligatory OExh-DA + tolerance to exhaustification relative to just a (natural) subset of the set
of subdomain alternatives (e.g., just non-singletons, OExh-NonSg-DA , or just singletons, OExh-Sg-DA ). [4]
⋆ Anti-negativity: Obligatory OExh-DA + a requirement that OExh-DA must lead to a P(roperly) S(tronger) meaning
+ the assumption that, in checking for PS, we may also consider the presuppositions of the prejacent, if any. [4, 7]

Deriving variation w.r.t ignorance
⋆ Consider an exhaustification relative to just non-singleton subdomain alternatives, (5), and an exhaustification
relative to just the singleton subdomain alternatives, (6). (□S is a silent matrix-level epistemic necessity modal.)
(5) OExh-NonSg-DA □S(p∨q∨r) = □S(p∨q∨r)∧ ¬O □S(p ∨ q)︸ ︷︷ ︸

=□S(p∨q)→□S(q∨r)∨□S(p∨r)
∧ ¬O □S(q ∨ r)︸ ︷︷ ︸

=□S(q∨r)→□S(p∨q)∨□S(p∨r)
∧ ¬O □S(p ∨ r)︸ ︷︷ ︸

=□S(p∨r)→□S(p∨q)∨□S(q∨r)

(6) OExh-Sg-DA □S(p ∨ q ∨ r) = □S(p ∨ q ∨ r) ∧ ¬O □S(p)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=□Sp→□Sq∨□Sr

∧ ¬O □S(q)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=□Sq→□Sp∨□Sr

∧ ¬O □S(r)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=□Sr→□Sp∨□Sq

⋆ (5) can be verified by both a model of partial ignorance (e.g., □p ∧ ¬□q ∧ ¬□r) as well as a model of total
ignorance (¬□p ∧ ¬□q ∧ ¬□r); (6) can only be verified by a model of total ignorance (¬□p ∧ ¬□q ∧ ¬□r).a
⋆ Assume all our items have to undergo exhaustification relative to their subdomain alternatives, but for or and
SMNs this has to be done relative to the whole set (non-singletons + singletons), while for some NPSG and CMNs
this can be done relative to a pruned set consisting of just the non-singletons. Thus, the former can only be verified
by a total ignorance model (due to the singletons) while the latter are compatible with a partial ignorance model.

a For domains of individuals as in the case of or/some NPSG, both (5) and (6) can also be verified by models such as □p ∧ □q ∧ □r or □p ∧ □q ∧ ¬□r, but
we will assume those possibilities are ruled out by Scalar Implicatures (SIs) of the form ¬□(p ∧ q ∧ r) or ¬□(p ∧ q).

Deriving variation w.r.t anti-negativity
⋆ Consider exhaustification relative to subdomain alternatives for the case of an item in the scope of negation, (7),
and for the case of an item in the antecedent of a conditional / restriction of a universal, (8). The latter environments
also contain an existential presupposition; assume that too is part of the prejacent acted upon by O .
(7) OExh-DA □S¬(p ∨ q) = □S¬(p ∨ q) (OExh-DA vacuous)

(8) OExh-DA (assertive-and-presuppositional-component-of(□S∀v[P (v) ∨ Q(v) → R(v)]))
= OExh-DA (□S∀v[P (v) ∨ Q(v) → R(v)]︸ ︷︷ ︸

like (7)
∧□S∃v[P (v) ∨ Q(v)]︸ ︷︷ ︸

like (5)-(6)
) (OExh-DA not vacuous)

⋆ Assume, as before, that all our items have to undergo exhaustification relative to their subdomain alternatives, but
for or and CMNs this can be vacuous, while for some NPSG and SMNs it must obey Proper Strengthening. Thus,
the former are fine under negation while the latter are not, and both are fine in the antecedent of a conditional /
restriction of a universal.

Conclusion
• Similar ignorance and polarity sensitivity in

disjunction, indefinites, and modified numerals.
• Uniform alternatives-and-exhaustification solution.
• Consequences for theories of modified numerals.

Truth conditions and alternatives:
or/some NPSG

(9) ∃x ∈ {a, b, . . . }[P (x)] ⇔ P (a) ∨ P (b) ∨ . . .

DA : Replace D = {a, b, . . . } with D′ ⊂ D.
σA : Replace ∃ with ∀. (Can also do this for DA .)

Truth conditions and alternatives:
CMNs/SMNs

(10)JnK = n (type d)
(11)qmuchy (n) = λd . d ≤ n (positive extent [8] of n)
(12)qlittley (n) = λd . d ≥ n (negative extent [8] of n)
(13)

r
more/less than n

z
= [

r
[comp]

z
(
r
much/little

z
)](n)

= λP⟨d,t⟩ . max(λd . P (d)) ∈
r
much/little

z
(n)

E.g., qless than 3 Py = max(λd . P (d)) ∈ qlittley (2).
DA : Replace D =

r
much/little

z
(n) with D′ ⊂ D.

σA : Replace n with m, where m ∈ S (relevant scale).

(14)
r
at most/least n

z
= [

r
[at-sup]

z
(
r
much/little

z
)](n)

= λP⟨d,t⟩ . max(λd . P (d)) ∈
r
much/little

z
(n)

E.g., qat most 2 Py = max(λd . P (d)) ∈ qmuchy (2).
DA : Replace D =

r
much/little

z
(n) with D′ ⊂ D.

σA : Replace n with m, where m ∈ S (relevant scale).
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